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China Power

Benefits and Costs of the “Strong, Smart Grid”

F

ew leaders shape the physical world more than those who control the Chinese
electric power system, a major impetus of the unmatched growth in the world’s
second-largest economy. The system emits more carbon than the entire economy
of India, its dams impound twice as much river water as Europe’s, and its windmills
tower over more territory than in any other nation.
The scale of these comparisons raises questions: What will it cost—in money and
resources and global change—to power China’s future?1 What are the benefits and the
costs of deploying a “strong, smart grid”?2
The State Grid Corporation of China (State Grid), which delivers most of the electric
power used in China, first introduced its vision for a “strong, smart grid” in 2009 at a
conference on ultra-high voltage power transmission. To date the almost exclusive focus
has been on construction of an ultra-high voltage transmission network to serve as the
backbone for a system that will incorporate large scale and intermittent power from
remote sources. State Grid’s published plans barely acknowledge the potential role of the
consumer in the electricity demand or supply chain.
Our team spent two years analyzing China’s power sector and projecting its future.3 Our
concept of a “strong, smart grid” incorporates all of the technology choices before the
power planners, not just transmission, distribution, and information technologies. Our
main findings include the following points.
The strong grid envisioned by State Grid will perpetuate the use of coal and
encourage expansion of environmentally destructive hydropower projects. Chinese
engineers are building a state-of-the art power grid with little apparent attention to
consequences outside of the electric power system. Development of long-distance
transmission systems can impact surprisingly large areas of relatively undisturbed
landscape and encourages widespread, environmentally destructive expansion of power
supply technologies. The lines are more likely to connect to coal-fired and large-scale
hydropower dams than to less harmful sources.
The smart grid envisioned by State Grid will waste billions of dollars and vastly
increase carbon emissions because there is little effort to connect grid and distribution
communications and control systems to end users (See Figure 1 and Figure 2). The cost
of and emissions from Chinese electric power generation could triple by 2030 unless
3

dramatic new efficiency measures that rely on such connections are developed and
implemented. We estimate that the current course of Chinese power sector development
will squander 500 billion RMB per year by 2020.

Figure 1: Cost by Scenario
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Squaring China’s economic, environmental, and national security goals with its
power system development plans will require an independent regulatory agency.
China’s power system plans do too little to incorporate cleaner, cost-effective alternatives
to the slow-motion catastrophe of coal. The lack of transparency in the system suggests
little effort to undertake the type of full cost-benefit analysis that would support such
planning. Portfolio mandates, such as China’s commitment to renewables, cannot
supplant the role of careful planning, but that appears to be happening in China because
there is no effective oversight of State Grid. The costs of this lack of good governance
will be enormous for China’s economy and the global environment.
The highest priority reforms for the Chinese power sector should:
•

•
•
•

Mandate more-aggressive energy intensity reductions in industry and buildings sector
energy-using devices. This action would have far more impact on reducing costs and
carbon emissions than large scale deployment of renewable technologies.
Restructure economic development incentives to favor services and light
manufacturing
Regulate carbon emissions to limit construction of new coal-fired plants
Establish a power planning agency whose organizing mandate includes
environmental and economic goals, not just power generating goals.
4

•

Give environmental regulators the power to control the impact of hydroelectric and
other “renewable” energy sources.4

Figure 2: Emissions by Scenario
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Growing Demand and Rising Costs
China’s electric power system is developing without market mechanisms and regulatory
measures bold enough to meet the compound challenges of growing demand, rising costs,
and sustainability targets. Power demand could over the coming decade surge to
developed country levels. This prospect represents a grave threat to the Chinese
economy and environment. Power consumption per capita in China today ranks far below
developed nation levels despite the large power requirements of China’s heavy industrial
sector (see Table 1), and if Chinese consumer behavior mimics U.S. or European—or
even Japanese levels—the result could be expensive, particularly if power continues to be
supplied primarily by coal.
What is to keep Chinese per capita use from climbing to Korean or even U.S. levels?
Certainly, recent trends could take consumption levels that high. Chinese GDP and power
use have grown in a nearly one-to-one relationship since 1994. Econometric research
suggests that for every one percent of GDP growth, power use would—all other things
equal—grow by nearly 1.3 percent. Fortunately, the price of power, the structure of the
5

industrial economy, and strong energy-efficiency mandates have increased just enough to
limit power demand growth to the same rate as that of the economy. Still, none of those
trends can be taken for granted going forward.
Two factors are key to the future of Chinese power demand growth.5 The first is an
expectation that industrial power growth and GDP growth will slow from the exuberant
rates of the past decade. We believe GDP growth will slow to 6-7 percent over the next
10 years. At the same time, the share of GDP generated by services instead of heavy

Table 1: GDP and Power Use Patterns, 2010
Indicator
GDP (2010 $ in PPP/person)

China

USA

Japan

S. Korea

$8,000

$48,000

$35,000

$14,700

3,100

13,700

8,100

8,850

Power (kWh/person)

Sources: Chinese State Electricity Regulatory Commission; Chinese National Bureau of Statistics; World Bank; International
Energy Agency. Power data refer to end use consumption. PPP stands for Purchasing Power Parity.

industry will increase. Services account for just under 45 percent of GDP now, but could
grow to almost 60 percent over the next decade, and probably 80 percent by 2040. This
assumption matters a lot: every 1 percent increase in the share of GDP provided by
services reduces power demand growth by 0.59 percent.
The second is the near-universal truth that income and power price significantly affect
electricity demand. Since 1980, for every one percent increase in China’s GDP,
electricity use increased 1.24 percent, and for every one percent increase in electricity
price, electricity use declined 0.22 percent. In the absence of skyrocketing prices or strict
demand-side regulations, power demand in China will grow to levels like those in the
developed world. Chinese will naturally increase their personal use of power as their
incomes rise, as did Koreans, Europeans, and Japanese (see Figure 3 and note that it
includes a high rate of structural change).
None of this is to say that residences or even the commercial service sector will come to
dominate electricity consumption. Industry today uses three-quarters of Chinese
electricity and even after major structural change will remain responsible for 50-60
percent of power demand in China, even up to the half-century mark.
We project that without changes in Chinese policy, power demand would probably reach
5,400 kWh per capita by 2020. That status quo outlook contrasts with that of the leading
energy modeler in China, Jiang Kejun of the Energy Research Institute, who expects per
capita consumption to be only 4,000 kWh in 2020. If so, China per capita power use
would be less than half the present Korean per capita level.6 The lower number can be
achieved technically, but not without new, aggressive, and broad-based efficiency
measures for electric power conservation.
Fortunately, the Chinese central government has in the recent past taken a strong stance
in favor of efficiency: it closed tens of thousands of inefficient factories, imposed
reasonable appliance efficiency standards, and brought power prices up to nearly the
6

Table 2: Where will the status quo lead?
Policy in place…
Continues rapid economic
growth
Includes structural change

Results in much higher
demand
Omits energy intensity
mandates
Omits a carbon cap
Omits nuclear
Omits new renewables

Because…
We assume annual growth slows from the recent rate of
about 10 percent to 6-7 percent per year over the next
decade, consistent with projections by Jiang.
Continued rapid economic growth may be impossible
without a significant shift from materials intensive
manufacturing to light, higher-valued added
manufacturing and to services.
We assume that electricity consumption growth in
China will resemble regional trends and demand will
reach Korea’s 2010 per capita demand level by 2030.
China has established efficiency targets through 2020,
but the specific policies to achieve them have not been
set and are not utilities’ priority.
Chinese low carbon targets have not yet been
translated into policies sufficient to meet the targets.
The role for nuclear power is still being debated.
We assume that China’s renewable portfolio mandates
will function primarily as an impetus for increased
hydropower because of its status as a known quantity
in grid integration.

level of cost. The government also provides purchase incentives and other rewards for
early-adopters of efficiency technologies. Significantly, though, these policies operate
outside the regulatory functions of the power supply system. The demand-side
management (DSM) program within the utilities themselves has a goal only of reducing
annual power demand by 0.3 percent.7
We conclude that price reform is necessary to rapid deployment of efficiency
technologies. The existing power pricing system is distorted and chaotic, with revenues
collected by power generation companies rising at a much lower rate than revenues
collected by the grid companies. At the retail level, provincial authorities sometimes still
utilize power price discounts to encourage energy-intensive industrial growth.8 We
project significant economic losses due mainly to failure to use cost-effective efficiency
measures.9 Choosing the status quo over the efficiency only path would in 2020 cost each
Chinese household 1,200 RMB per year.

Coal Remains King
None of China’s electric power resource options is compelling. Combining the least
harmful options can cut health costs and risks, though these hybrid systems have their
own challenges and high economic cost. Interestingly, the design and development of
China’s high-voltage transmission grid may have more influence on supply choices than
risk and cost concerns.
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Figure 3: Chinese Electricity Use per
Capita
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China today still relies on coal for three-quarters of its power, and coal-fired power has a
major impact on human health.10 Applying international morbidity rates to Chinese coalfired power generation suggests that coal-related deaths already exceed 75,000 per year.
That level could exceed 300,000 per year by 2040 in our status quo projection.11
At the same time, the Chinese government takes seriously the threat of climate change
related to coal-fired power generation. The power sector accounts for just over 35 percent
of China’s carbon dioxide, emitting 675 million tons of carbon-equivalent. That amount
exceeds emissions of the entire economy of India. If trends continue, Chinese coal-fired
plants are likely by 2025 to emit more carbon than the entire United States does today.12
Railway transportation bottlenecks between the north central China coalfields and
demand centers in the south and east increasingly constrain coal-fired power plant
development. Future coal expansion may well come in the form of remote generating
stations connected to population centers by State Grid’s “strong, smart grid.” The word
“strong” was coined by State Grid to convey the sense of security and resilience
stemming from a massive network of high-voltage transmission lines. This expansion
benefits from the perception that it is a green strategy necessary for the transport of
remote renewable resources to the population centers. But new Xinjiang-to-Central China
high voltage transmission lines are more likely to handle coal-fired than wind generated
electricity.
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While the term “renewable energy” in China most often conjures images of Chinese wind
power development, “renewable energy” in fact is dominated by large-scale hydroelectric
dams. China has been added some 20,000 megawatts of wind generating capacity each
year, but there exists 7 times more hydro capacity in China today than wind. And even by
2020, the actual power (as opposed to capacity) generated by water power is expected to
exceed that of wind by at least a factor of five. This prospect is shaped in part by the low
availability, or capacity factor, of wind in China, which has averaged only 15 percent in
recent years. We assume wind’s capacity factor will increase dramatically to 25 percent
in the near future, but hydropower, coal, and nuclear power have availability averaging
40, 60, and 80 percent, respectively. Thus, for any given level of capacity, other sources
account for much more power. This fact explains in part the relatively low impact of
renewable energy can be expected to have on Chinese emissions (see Figure 2).
Hydropower is a sensitive and controversial topic in China, as it is in most countries, in
part because it is capital intensive but also because of the social impact associated with
population displacement caused by reservoirs. Planners may also want to consider the
risk of potentially catastrophic dam failure. It was in China’s Henan Province in 1975,
after all, where the worst hydropower accident in history drowned 26,000 people when
the Banqiao Dam failed in a typhoon. The dam breach drowned 26,000 and contributed to
more than a quarter million deaths from disease and famine.13 Even the worst nuclear
accident in history killed only a small fraction as many people.14
The relevance of the grid to these choices is clear. Due to the very long distances between
the remaining large hydroelectric opportunities in southwest China, hydropower can be
developed only by massive investment in high-voltage transmission to population centers
in the north and east of China.
Nuclear power today generates only 2 percent of Chinese electric power, less than diesel
generators. But nuclear expansion is far less constrained by high voltage transmission
development, at least assuming that nuclear power can be developed in the highly
populated north and east of the country. Moreover, Chinese regulatory authorities have
concluded also that nuclear power is now cheaper than hydropower in China and could
play a major role in emissions reductions. The capital cost estimates for nuclear power in
China approach only about $1,600 per kilowatt, far less than the $4,000 estimated for the
Vogtle nuclear plants recently approved for construction in the southern United States.
Uncertainly about cost, as well as a considerable level of public opposition to nuclear
power in China, may well determine the future of this resource.
Solar power prospects have been bolstered by recent rapid decreases in the manufacturing
costs of photovoltaic cells, but, like wind, is constrained by lack of a means of storage.
Hydroelectric power is expected to continue to be the dominant renewable energy
source.15
China’s reluctance to embrace imported pipeline gas or liquefied natural gas leaves the
nation with no low-carbon fossil supply options, driving the power sector to riskier hydro
and nuclear plants. Striking a balance between concern for the security of indigenous
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Table 3: Alternative Electric Futures
New Story Lines
Structural
Change
Efficiency + Gas
Nuclear Power
Renewable
Energy
Energy Efficiency

This scenario accelerates service sector growth from less then
30 percent of new GDP growth to half of new GDP growth.
This “low carbon” scenario maximizes efficiency, prohibits
new coal-fired capacity, and uses gas instead of coal. Coal
would drop from 60 percent of 2040 capacity to 9 percent.
This scenario adds 100 GW of nuclear power every 5 years,
starting in 2020. The Status Quo scenario adds no new
nuclear capacity.
The Renewables scenario mandates addition of 140 GW each
of hydro and wind and 10 GW of PV by 2020. The Status
Quo scenario includes no subsidies or mandates for PV, wind,
and hydro.
This scenario imposes a 2.5 percent per year energy intensity
reduction. The Status Quo scenario keeps efficiency
requirements at current levels.

Note: Scenarios are evaluated in the “China Electric Power Grid Model,” a hybrid econometric-engineering
program written by Entri for this project. Scenarios are not additive—results in each are independent of the other
scenarios—except for the Efficiency + Gas scenario. This “low carbon” scenario combines demand management,
structural change, and low carbon sources including some natural gas and nuclear power. For a detailed
mathematical methodology and list of assumptions by scenario, see www.etransition.org/chinagrid/method.

supply and the desire to limit imports on one hand and China’s well-publicized concern
about global climate change on the other will be one of China’s greatest energy
challenges in the coming decades.
The high cost of relying on natural gas is a matter of fuel price assumption, which might
be expected to remain about $10 per gigajoule in China. That level is as expensive as
Russian gas delivered to Europe and imported liquefied natural gas delivered to Japan. In

Table 4: Chinese Power Generation Costs, 2010
Capital

Fuel Cost

Busbar Cost

RMB/kW

RMB/kWh

RMB/kWh

Solar PV
Wind Power
IGCC CCS Coal
Hydropower

20,000
8,000
11,400
10,000

0.26
-

1.79
0.59
0.90
0.37

Sub-Critical Coal
Super-Critical Coal
Nuclear Power
Natural Gas

4,000
3,675
10,000
3,250

0.26
0.24
0.16
0.45

0.37
0.36
0.41
0.59

Source: Wang Yanjia (Tsinghua University) and sponsored by the State Electricity Regulatory
Commission. See Wang Yanjia, Low Carbon Technology and Policy in China Power Sector, (Beijing:
Kwankung Press. ISBN978-988-15498-1-5, 2012). (电力行业应对气候变化技术与政策选择.)
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comparison, however, new gas development technology in the United States has driven
the price of gas from $10 per gigajoule just a few years ago to only about $2.50 today.
Even if Chinese gas prices fell to only $5 per gigajoule, natural gas would be a cheaper
source of power supply than every other option we modeled, including coal. Gas use
could thus unexpectedly revolutionize the economics of Chinese power production.16

Smarter Grid Leadership and Policy
It is almost certainly true that China’s electric power grid is technologically more
advanced than that of the United States. That does not mean that the Chinese grid is
“smart.” A smart grid applies communications and control systems to optimize power
generation supply and demand. China’s grid is stronger and smarter than most, but only
in the direction of generator to distributor, not in both directions from end-user to grid as
it needs to be. While demand side appliances and factories are heavily regulated for
efficiency in China, grid-based encouragement of demand-side and consumer-based
peak-load technologies and behavior are not yet part of Chinese grid management.

High-Voltage Authorities
A key problem with the “strong, smart grid” approach in China today is that it focuses
disproportionately on increasing long-distance ultra-high voltage transmission of power.
This focus by its nature will lead to disproportionate emphasis on—and construction of—
large-scale coal and hydropower projects. These plans will benefit energy developers
more than they benefit consumers, at least in comparison to lower-cost and cleaner
options.
To illustrate the scale of this problem, we used the China Electric Power Grid model to
estimate transmission line capacity requirements. These requirements are modeled as a
function of generating capacity additions on a regional basis. Long-distance transmission
options include 13 long distance combinations between five resource centers in the
Northeast, North Central, Inner Mongolia, Northwest, and Southwest grids, and three
demand centers in the north, east, and south. Intraregional supply still accounts for a large
share of supply and is incorporated in the model.
Transmission costs are estimated based on distances between load centers and markets,
the share of power transmitted long distance, the capital costs per kilowatt of line types
(which vary by voltage), and assumed capacity of the lines. Regional requirements are set
as a function of the supply options chosen.17 For example, hydro plants require longdistance transmission from southwest to central or south China. How many lines and how
much right-of-way are needed is determined as a matter of voltage level of the line. That
is because ultra-high voltage lines require fewer circuits and less right-of-way per unit of
power transmitted.
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The results of the grid modeling are striking. The total area to be covered in 2040 by
transmission lines in China would amount to an area the size of the U.S. state of
Maryland. The difference between relying on renewable sources—with their longdistance transport to load centers—and using either gas or nuclear power closer to
demand centers (intraregional transmission) totals an estimated 15,000 square kilometers,
an area the size of the U.S. state of Connecticut.18
The security of future power supply also depends on the high voltage systems performing
up to the levels expected. If the high voltage lines did not perform well, then the cost of
rectifying the system would be retrofitting—and adding to the rights-of-way after the
fact. Avoiding this cost can alternatively be seen as a benefit of one major aspect of the
“strong, smart grid” initiative if, of course, it works.

Policy Reforms That Work
Our research indicates that China’s current electricity price regulation system does not
yet promote optimal economic outcomes. One key set of problems is that price distortion
continues, specifically because of a low wholesale power purchase price for generators.
Power prices are not very low in China, and there is evidence that revenues are
distributed in such a way that the power generators may be losing money and the grid
systems receiving more than their share.
This fact remains in part because of insufficient metering in buildings sector. Carbon tax
and demand-side management initiatives are unambitious. Problems remain in part
because Chinese grid management is heavily biased toward the supply side for
investment and development. More emphasis on demand-side measures would be
significantly useful (see Figure 4).
It is often suggested that the utility sector be restructured with decentralized management
and wholesale competition. Such an approach could take time and may be unnecessary to
implement the measures suggested here. The key will be to shift incentives so that money
is made in the power sector not by maintaining ongoing trends but by deploying the
technologies and measures that optimize the public interest.
Policy priorities include building power planning tools, including at least two electric
sector analytical systems. Those include an economic-technical electricity demand
forecasting tool and one for evaluating investment benefit-cost decisions. It would
improve decision-making by making these analyses subject to expert and public review.
Sophisticated energy-economic modeling underlies national- and utility-level planning in
most countries today. Even as the state-of-the-art improves, however, debate continues
among developers and users of the models on the quality of various models and the
assumptions that go into them.
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Figure 4: Electricity Efficiency
Measures
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A fundamental problem is that decision-making in China’s utility sector is opaque. Data
and tools for planning appear to be lacking or missing from public view. Utility decisionmaking is heavily influenced by the corporate bodies which implement policies, and
policy-making is divided and distributed across high-level agencies with insufficient
human and intellectual capacity to make effective decisions. Overseers could be
appointed to provide oversight and guidance by creating and providing to stakeholders
public forecasting and policy evaluation tools. In addition, a cross-agency regulatory
body is needed with requisite legal and intellectual capacity.
SERC or a comparable organization could develop a model capable of screening
research, policy, and investment opportunities. This model would draw on the best
available open source models and on the models developed by our U.S. and Chinese
partners in this effort. SERC could initiate partnership talks with several institutions,
including Tsinghua experts.
The possibility of an inefficient Chinese electric power future is a concern for more than
just the Chinese people. China’s power plants will, on their present course of
development, produce more carbon dioxide emissions in 2020 than the entire United
States produces today.19 The increase would be reasonable to justify because even then
China would use half as much power per capita as Americans. Yet for the same money,
the nation could hold emissions nearly constant while increasing power generation by 50
percent.
13

That is not to say that costs and prices will not increase substantially: they will. But a
shift in strategy is essential to avoid catastrophic climate change.
Chinese electricity policy would be most effective—meaning it would do more to
contribute to overall economic, environmental, and national security goals—if it were
shaped to:
•
•
•
•

•

Mandate continued energy intensity reductions in industry and energy-using devices
Restructure economic development to favor services and light manufacturing
Regulate carbon emissions to limit construction of new coal-fired plants.
Fulfill the promise of SERC. China needs a power planning agency with public
purpose in mind and interaction with business and environmental groups. SERC
could become a window into the electric power governance.
Give environmental regulators the power to control the impact of hydroelectric and
other “renewable” energy sources.

Demand-side policies inherently offer greater cost-saving potential than supply-side
measures, and China has achieved remarkable success with energy-efficiency policies.
No energy supply future seems to serve China’s economic and environmental goals in the
absence maximum use of demand side management. Yet, in the electric power sector,
demand side management appears to have generally met only resistance outside the State
Council and the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC). The resources
committed to “demand-side management” are tiny. The nation’s ability to regulate power
sector demand is strong but only at the crudest level of regulating access to supply,
authority to generate, and prices.

14

Appendix i
Alternative Scenarios

The limits of econometric regression analysis are well known. History is not destiny and
there is every reason to think that relationships among economic variables change over
time. The Chinese government’s information and regulatory campaigns for energyefficiency over the last decade, after all, increased the price response of electric power
consumers. Moreover, lack of transparency in Chinese power use data collection and
availability injects more uncertainty than usual into the analysis. 20
Our reviewers have urged us to illuminate how easily alternative outcomes can be
produced by making different assumptions, such as for the cost of nuclear power. Figure
A.1 below shows how the order of cost rankings is altered when we assume that the cost
of nuclear power in China would be $4,000 per kilowatt (like that assumed for the new
Vogtle Plant in the United States), rather than the $1,600 indicated by our sources in
China and used in our Status Quo scenario. This one change makes nuclear power the
most costly case.

Figure A.1: Cost by Scenario
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An Efficiency + Nuclear scenario also depicted in Figure A.1 shows that it would be
more expensive than an efficiency only scenario, but less costly than the Status Quo
scenario.
Other reviewers suggested that we present a comparison of results in which a
combination of renewables and energy efficiency as well as nuclear power and energy
efficiency be presented to show the effect on emissions reductions. As Figures 2 and A.2
show, the Nuclear or Gas + Efficiency scenario, which would hold carbon emissions at
about three billion tonnes per year, would be far more effective than a Renewables +
Efficiency scenario.

Figure A.2: Emissions by Scenario
Million Tonnes per Year
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